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Cha•os (kā′äs′) n. 1. A condition or place of great disorder or confusion. 2. A disorderly mass; a jumble
Myth (mith) n. 1. An idea or story that is believed by many people but that is not true

Introduction
Migrating to a new Electronic Health Record (EHR) is, for most hospital 
systems the single largest undertaking in the history of its health system and 
presents significant challenges to its operations, the clinical staff’s workflow, 
their process for documenting care and lastly keeping the health system’s 
revenue flowing. Migration requires careful planning and evaluation of 
processes. Like any major project it requires a close working relationship 
with multiple departments and clinical stake holders to drive the successful 
deployment and adoption of a new EHR and ultimately to realize the vision 
of one application for capturing and sharing patient information.  

If you are migrating to a new EHR or are considering a migration, there are 
five myths that are not going to simply cause the migration to cost more and 
take longer than was budgeted - they will cause chaos throughout your or-
ganization. This white paper describes these myths, the chaos we have seen 
them cause and what can be done to prevent it. 

During the evaluation and planning stages of your migration you will be rely-
ing on your new EHR vendor, internal resources, third party consultants, as 
well as interface and archive vendors to understand the options for migrat-
ing data and making data available from the legacy systems. You will be con-
sidering the value of that data for each specialty and department and what 
the impact would be to each of those groups if it was not available in the 
new EHR. In these discussions with vendors, remember that these are your 
hospital’s patients; it’s your data and your vision for the new EHR. Consider 
each group’s advice carefully since the consequences will impact every part 
of your organization at go-live and into the future as you shut down legacy 
systems and prepare for the future data requirements of the new EHR.

During your planning sessions, you may hear any or all of these myths from your vendors: 
• “Don’t move the legacy data - start new in our system.”
• “We can handle moving all of your data with interfaces.”
• “Manual data entry is good training for your staff.”
• “All the data that is moved will be accurate.”
• “In the end you will have the advantage of a single system.”

Across healthcare, we are seeing the results of not moving critical data from the legacy system. The 
effects include: risks to patient safety, reduction in the number of patients seen, increased implementa-
tion cost and hospitals required to support the legacy systems they had intended to sunset as well as a 
disruption of revenue and future strategic plans.

It’s a large number,” 
Henry Ford CIO Mary Alice 
Annecharico acknowledged 
about the health system’s 
more than $350 million EHR 
initiative. Annecharico went 
on to say that Henry Ford 
chose not to float bonds or 
borrow for the project, but 
rather to use operating capi-
tal to implement the system. 
“That means we chose not 
to do other things,” she said. 
“That means we chose not to 
build and acquire new orga-
nizations that would have 
a very large capital invest-
ment while we’re putting this 
system in.

Healthcare IT News

“ 

”



Myth #1: “Don’t move the legacy data - 
start new in our system.”
A fresh start sounds clean and simple. Unfortunately, your legacy 
system contains valuable patient data that your clinical staff relies 
on every day to understand the patients’ history. We have seen this 
approach of not moving historical records quickly drive a wedge 
between the clinical staff, the new EHR vendor and information 
services. When nurses and doctors believe this will put the burden 
on them to figure out the patients’ history, or rely on the patient to 
remember what medications they have taken, what allergies they 
have, active problems, medical surgical history, etc., you may lose 
your most important constituency for One Record/One System EHR 
adoption.

Not having a complete view of the patient’s history in the new EHR 
not only creates patient safety risks, it reduces the number of pa-
tients seen as optimal workflow for clinicians slows down. Trying to 
access or recreate histories is time consuming and inaccurate.  It af-
fects staff and patient satisfaction since the clinical staff is burdened 
with additional steps and does not appear to have the information 
they need in order to best treat their patient. Rather than having in-
formation from the legacy systems in the new EHR, the clinical staff 
is relying on workarounds.  They need to login into the legacy system 
and navigate to the patient record, or wait on future interfaces to 
the organization’s archiving solution, or use viewers or other solu-
tions that take them outside the new EHR. Any of these methods 
slows the adoption of a new system and creates confusion as the 
clinical staff wonders why they are still using an old system that is 
disruptive to their workflow and relationship with patients. 
   
A lack of patient history in the EHR creates obstacles to patient care 

that result in lower patient satisfaction, reduced revenue and a real risk that the clinical staff will push 
back against the vision of One Record/One System, even to the point of suggesting that the old system is 
a better fit for their special requirements. This becomes a long uphill battle for information services, the 
EHR vendor and hospital administration that can stop a deployment.

Myth #2: “We will handle moving all of your data with interfaces.” 
At the beginning of a migration, the primary decision makers will be you and your vendor. The vendor’s 
perspective is understandably narrow since there is little to gain by exploring solutions outside of their 
own system.  At a high level, the vendor should be able to move all of your data via interfaces. But, as 
you know from your own experience, there is always a core set of data that doesn’t fit into pre-designed 
interfaces or the new EHR. 
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A controversial elec-
tronic health records system 
on which Sutter corporation 
has said it is spending $1 
billion went completely dark 
Monday at Sutter hospitals in 
Northern California, exposing 
patients to additional risk be-
yond problems reported with 
the system in July, registered 
nurses reported yesterday. 
For several months RNs have 
cited multiple problems with 
the new system, affecting 
safe care delivery that the 
California Nurses Association 
says is increasingly trouble-
some. In July, CNA cited over 
100 reports submitted by RNs 
at Alta Bates Summit Medical 
Center facilities in Berkeley 
and Oakland, documenting a 
variety of problems.

National Nurses United



It is our experience that interfaces are the best option for straightforward data that can be clearly and 
reliably mapped between the legacy and the new system without creating data and downstream issues. 
Our customers successfully use hundreds of vendor provided interfaces. Chaos arises when there are 
gaps or inconsistencies where data from the legacy systems does not match the requirements of the new 
EHR. The old system may specify “one tablet by mouth daily” whereas the new system specifies “457. 5 
MG PO Daily”. When these gaps are identified (and it is a matter of when, not if) the vendors have noth-
ing to lose by suggesting you enter that data manually, or not move it at all. This option takes the visibil-
ity off them as they suggest the data is not reliable or maybe the hospital should consider an archiving 
solution because they really want clean data in the new system. It is understandable that the EHR vendor 
believes they are protecting you from making a bad decision and risking bad data getting into the new 
system.  This critical data must be moved with 100% accuracy and with an approach that is standardized, 
repeatable, and where the complexity of the process is taken into account for each data set.

Appointment scheduling is a perfect example of data that is subject to com-
plex rules and workflow. A one-time load at best will create a large number 
of unanticipated exceptions that need to be handled manually. However, 
most likely the vendor will suggest the data be keyed in manually from the 
beginning. This may not be a problem for the vendor.

With over 50,000 appointments to schedule and an estimated staff of 20, 
one of our customers was asked to manually key the data to meet the ven-
dor’s deadline at a cost of $85.00/hour for temporary workers and $35.00/
hour in overtime. But inaccuracy plagues manual work.  People make 
mistakes, what happens if one appointment gets miss-entered? The answer 
is situational chaos; a patient shows up for what is now an unscheduled pro-
cedure or even worse does not show up for a visit that was scheduled but 
not migrated. Multiply this situation by the number of errors and add in the 
user’s discomfort when dealing with a new system and patient care. You will 
see that satisfaction is significantly reduced.

Understanding how to import data into the new system requires technical 
flexibility. Unfortunately interfaces alone have not been able to meet the 
requirements for moving legacy data. Adding to the chaos in this instance is 
the high volume of data this represents.  In many cases you are dealing with 
millions of records. 

Myth #3: “Manual data entry is good training for your staff.”
After reviewing the accuracy of manual data movement, our clients’ feed-
back reports the error rate for manual data entry is 2.3% to 26.9%. Expecting 100% data quality with any 
manual data entry is unrealistic. Are you willing to accept that over a quarter of the data your staff and 
patients will rely on may be erroneous?
Given the critical nature of the data, entering it as a training exercise seems not only chaotic; it may be 
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Samuel Starr under-
went complex heart surgery 
when he was nine months old 
at Bristol Royal Hospital for 
Children and was thought to 
have been recovering well. 
But a new computer system 
at a second hospital, the 
Royal United in Bath, failed 
to generate appointment 
slots for him and he did not 
receive important follow-up 
treatment for 20 months. 
They revealed there were sig-
nificant issues with data that 
had not been migrated which 
affected long-term follow-up 
appointments.

The Guardian



dangerous to your patients and yet, vendors recommend manual data entry under the guise of training 
because it appears to be a rational solution.  It is unlikely your valuable staff needs to repeat the same 
process tens of thousands of times to learn it especially at the risk of inaccuracies that will result in seri-
ous problems downstream. The reality is, the typical volume of data needed to be manually entered, 
combined with the need to continue daily operations, can create significant chaos. It’s likely that this 
“good training” will be performed by temporary workers at a very high cost without any way to standard-
ize the process or have the reporting information you need when the clinical staff questions the data – 
and just one data issue can bring your deployment to a standstill if there is a patient safety risk question.

Myth #4: “All the data that is moved will be accurate.”
Most likely, your vendor will assure you that the benefit of using interfaces for data import is accuracy. 
But the responsibility for accuracy is shared. It is only achieved if the system is built correctly and if the 
data is properly structured.  Attempting interface-based loads before the system is built creates any 
number of problems. These problems are not easy to identify since it is a new system that users are not 
familiar with and the error reporting is highly complex.

Each vendor has his own integration technology and approach. Most organizations find their integra-
tion team is understaffed and does not have expertise in the new technology. It is a picture of mounting 

chaos as application specialists responsible for building the new 
system are inexperienced and stretched thin. There will be build 
mistakes, and mistakes create more interface errors. These issues 
are compounded by difficulties obtaining and cleaning data from 
the legacy systems and multiplied by the hundreds of interfaces 
required. You are dealing with critical patient data where there is no 
room for error.

One customer had a go-live stopped dead in its tracks - and rightful-
ly so!  While performing medication reconciliation for patients, the 
clinical staff found what they thought was an issue. At this organiza-
tion, every error detected generates a data integrity ticket filed to a 
central command center.  Fortunately, the data had been moved by 
Boston Software Systems using our migration platform and Active 
Data Quality process, making it easy to quickly identify and isolate, 
demonstrating to the clinical staff there was no issue.

Another customer who had not worked with Boston Software 
Systems during one of their locations’ first go-lives had performed 
a manual conversion, and generated 300 of these types of alerts. 
Without a data quality process these errors were not easily deter-
mined. Chaos ensued; nurses and physicians were not comfortable 
with the process of reporting back why and how the issues had 
occurred and were concerned with the plan that called for manual 
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Maine Med’s go-live 
last December of its esti-
mated $160 million EHR 
system seemed at first 
to go off without a hitch. 
But four months later,  
the hospital network’s 
CIO, Barry Blumenfeld, 
MD, was out of a job 
and, in an April 24 let-
ter to employees, Maine 
Medical Center Presi-
dent and CEO Richard 
W. Petersen announced 
a hiring freeze, a travel 
freeze – and a delay in 
the further rollout of the 
EHR throughout the rest 
of MaineHealth.

Healthcare IT News



data entry for the next location’s go-live. These systems are costing hundreds of millions of dollars and 
numerous stakeholders - who may not all be supporters - this can determine success or failure. Allowing 
any data to be moved manually places success at risk and manual entry causes errors. It can take only 
one error to derail an otherwise smooth implementation – it is not worth the risk.

Myth #5: “In the end you will have the advantage of a single system.”
There’s no arguing that a single patient record enhances the quality of care, drives compliance with 
Meaningful Use, increases operational efficiency and fits within your ACO structure. More than likely, 
achieving a single patient record that can be shared within your health system and beyond is the reason 
your organization has invested hundreds of millions of dollars to implement a new EHR. 

It is unfortunate that the progress of implementation often goes something like this:
• Hospital purchases a $300 million system with the goal of having one record.
• Hospital can’t get all the data into the new EHR using interfaces so they attempt it manually.
• Hospital still can’t get all the data from the legacy system so they bring in an archiving solution.
• Hospital can’t get all the data out of the legacy system and into an archiving solution in a 

 meaningful way. 
• Hospital works out a support plan with the legacy vendors to keep those systems and start 

 building interfaces.
• Clinical staff workflows require concurrent access to legacy systems and to new EHR.
• To streamline workflows Hospital deploys Single Sign On and Context Management solutions.

Maintaining legacy systems is not a simple matter of writing a software support check. It takes both 
hardware and humans - basically all the operations that were in place before the new EHR. This added 
expense will not be temporary. States have differing requirements, but typically you need to have ac-
cess to that data for many years. For example, Massachusetts mandates storing a legal medical record 
for 20 years after the discharge or the final treatment of the patient (Mass. Gen. Law ch. 111, § 70). 
In light of those requirements, the staff with experience running your legacy system is likely to retire 
before the system does. Additionally, the clinical staff of a multi-system environment will demand solu-
tions that streamline workflow if they must work in both legacy systems and the new EHR.  As you an-
ticipate maintenance needs, remember that typically the new EHR will take far more people to manage 
than you realize and the efficiency of having built processes around your legacy system are years away. 

Taking steps to prevent the chaos 
Having assisted hospitals through countless migrations, Boston Software Systems has created order 
from the chaos caused by the move to a new EHR.  Our migration automation platform, Boston Work-
Station, is a proven solution for fast and accurate data migration; doing so within the constraints of 
time, safety and cost. 

It is easy to see the benefit of using Boston WorkStation to solve data migration challenges. After all, 
the alternative solution is to either use people to move it manually or not move the data at all, thus 
creating chaos on multiple levels within your organization. Any time using people is proposed to solve 
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a data import/export problem – that problem can be solved with Boston WorkStation. The process is 
straightforward: Boston WorkStation is configured to perform the exact same work that a person would 
do. It does not matter what the target or source application is – if a person could type the data in, so can 
Boston WorkStation. In addition, Boston WorkStation will comply with the exact same data quality rules 
that a person would use and will never deviate by trying to force data into the system with wildcards as 
human users would just to complete the task. Our solution is universal; working with any system, any 
data and any workflow.

As we have seen, there are five myths you may hear from your EHR vendor that will cause chaos during 
your migration:

• “Don’t move the legacy data - start new in our system.”
• “We can handle moving all of your data with interfaces.”
• “Manual data entry is good training for your staff.”
• “All the data that is moved will be accurate.”
• “In the end you will have the advantage of a single system.”

If you hear these statements, you don’t have to stop the migration. By understanding how an automa-
tion platform works, you can take steps to eliminate the chaos.

Boston WorkStation will move the data that vendor 
interfaces cannot 
As discussed, we are not a replacement for your interface approach. 
Boston WorkStation has the flexibility required to move structured 
and unstructured (free text) data from your legacy system to your 
new EHR. This flexibility allows for solving highly specific extract and 
movement needs – exactly the types of situations you have during 
the migration.

“But our vendor says the process cannot be automated.”
You may wonder why a vendor would knowingly steer their custom-
ers away from technology that streamlines the implementation 
process. We have seen vendors tell customers that an automation 
platform simply won’t work. Yet we routinely automate “impossible 
to automate” workflows. 

There are a variety of reasons why vendors push back on automa-
tion solutions. Frequently, a vendor’s opinion is based on very 

simple scripting tools. These tools do not have the functionality or capacity to handle the volume or 
complexity of an enterprise EHR migration where millions of records need to be moved with 100% ac-
curacy. Nor do they offer the advanced reporting capabilities for millions of records to standardize the 
approach across multiple locations, both on the hospital and ambulatory side, without requiring signifi-
cant resources from the hospital. But Boston WorkStation can!

Wake Forest Baptist 
cited $8 million in “other 
Epic-related implementation 
expense” that it listed among 
“business-cycle disruptions 
(that) have had a greater-
than-anticipated impact on 
volumes and productivity.” 
Also listed was $26.6 million 
in lost margin “due to interim 
volume disruptions during 
initial go-live and post go-live 
optimization.

The Winston-Salem Journal”

“ 
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In addition, keep in mind that implementation methodology can account for 
a significant portion of the sale for EHR system vendors and the consultants 
they align with if they don’t provide those services. Their implementation 
staff may not be familiar with Boston Software Systems and has no idea how 
our migration platform operates. The implementation team may have been 
trained only on their vendor’s solution and have limited time in healthcare. 
In short, they do not have the experience and likely feel that if the EHR ven-
dor they work for can’t move the data with an interface, how could a third 
party vendor reliably and safely move the legacy data without their help 
or support? We understand why they feel that way. Quite frankly, it could 
mean much less in fees and fewer consulting hours as we don’t require 
nearly the amount of resources to do the same work.

We understand the EHR vendor’s implementation staff believes they are 
protecting you as their customer. The reality is they are hurting the adop-
tion of their own system and creating a possible issue in the future when 
you realize that your organization spent millions of dollars migrating and 
cleaning up data. By using Boston WorkStation, not only would it have been 
a fraction of the cost, we provide repeatable success for each location. As 
the same data gets moved over and over and the process is standardized, 
there is no risk and we give you the ability to set and exceed expectations 
with your clinical and supporting departments.

One of our customers needed to extract and load 57 million medical re-
cord files and put the date into a format that was something consumable 
so clinicians wouldn’t have to spend minutes searching large documents for the patient data needed 
to provide optimal care. The vendor quoted a cost of $750 thousand dollars to do it, over a six month 
period. Boston WorkStation took six weeks, from start to finish for a fraction of the vendor’s estimate.  
Boston Software Systems has the experience and expertise on staff to be 100% sure we will make you 
successful in the commitments you have made to the hospital staff.
 
Automating manual data entry is smart training
Having your staff take precious time from their daily work to repeat the same scenarios thousands of 
times is both inefficient and ineffective. Those tasks the vendor calls “good training” are routinely the 
same repetitive data entry tasks and can quickly drive frustration with the 
new EHR. What Boston Software Systems has done is provide our custom-
ers with the ability to choose a small subset of transactions for training. 
These subsets are typically made up of the most complex patient data, pro-
viding training where your staff will get the most value. Boston WorkStation 
automation yields benefits beyond automatically moving data. Since the 
platform treats each record individually, errors in system build, or unusual 

Kaveh Safavi, MD, who 
leads the health industry 
business for North America 
for Accenture, a global 
consulting and outsourcing 
firm, says Accenture tends 
to serve very complex, very 
large systems. Lately, Accen-
ture has worked mostly on 
Epic and Cerner implemen-
tations, but its consultants 
have also worked on deploy-
ing Allscripts and Meditech.  
“The general rule of thumb,” 
he says, “is whatever you 
spend on your technology; 
you’re going to spend twice 
as much on the task of imple-
mentation.

Healthcare IT News

“ 

”

Practice does not make 
perfect. Only perfect practice 
makes perfect.

Vince Lombardi”
“ 
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data scenarios are instantly identified. Our customers are naturally better educated on the workflows 
and build status of the system than vendor’s implementation staff because of the granular nature of our 
error reporting. Instead of data entry being drudgery work that bogs down staff, they are able to focus 
on learning and implementing the new system.

All the data moved really will be accurate
Manual data entry simply cannot be trusted. But automated data entry can be trusted, even where the 
data is suspect. How? A key component of our approach is called Active Data Quality (ADQ). Prior to full 
data load, we run multiple representative data sets in your test system to assure the data complies with 
the system and organizational requirements. During the load, we monitor, track and report on the full 

lifecycle of data movement – extract, crosswalks if needed and 
then load. Unlike interfaced loads, error reporting is communi-
cated in ways your staff will understand, and given our flexibility; 
we can report the need for and react to changes in the system 
build. Data exceptions are to be expected - the key is understand-
ing them well before go-live and reporting the exceptions in an 
actionable way. 

Boston WorkStation scales to high volumes. In a recent example, 
we loaded 1.2 million records of vaccine data. 99.7% of the data 
loaded with 100% accuracy. The remaining .3% was not entered 
into the system because those records did not meet the data re-
quirement threshold set by our customer.

Achieving a single system experience
Among the goals of a single system is to streamline the retrieval, 
capture and sharing of information needed for patient care and 
business/revenue cycle.  Boston Software Systems is here to sup-
port that vision by providing the most complete EHR on day one of 
go-live, supporting patient care and safety and to driving adoption 
of the new system your hospital has spent hundreds of millions of 
dollars to implement.

While much of the discussion in this white paper has centered 
on moving large volumes of data, Boston Software Systems also 
provides solutions to streamline end user workflow. The flexibility 
of our platform allows the deployment of tactical single sign-on/
context management solutions between your legacy systems and 
your new EMR.
Conclusion
Understanding the unintended misconceptions that lead to chaos 
in your migration can help you make smart decisions about the 

Gary Anthony, principal 
with KPMG Healthcare, said 
the poll findings suggest that 
healthcare executives miscal-
culated the costs of their EHR 
projects. Organizations under-
estimated the impact and the 
effort required to fully imple-
ment an EHR. They also un-
derestimated just how trans-
formative this would be to 
their organization as a whole,” 
Anthony said in an interview 
withInformationWeek Health-
care. “This is the largest, most 
significant investment that a 
health delivery organization 
will go through. EHRs touch 
and change everything within 
the organization, and so I think 
[there’s been] a lack of experi-
ence and a lack of understand-
ing about the magnitude of 
the effort.

Information Week

“ 

”
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choices you have with regard to critical data.
 
For a variety of reasons, your EHR deployment can be at risk of chaos. We often see customers trying 
to simultaneously build and learn the new system. It is very difficult to understand the impact of data 
migration from a legacy system when the old vendor may not be supportive and you are working to 
align multiple vendors, stakeholders and staff. While it is difficult to understand all the areas you will run 
into data migration issues, Boston Software Systems’ migration platform, Boston WorkStation and ADQ 
Services team is here to support you. We have the experience and expertise with your legacy vendors 
and new EHR to make you successful.  

We understand the  overarching goal of a One Record – One System may be difficult to achieve unless 
you have a clear understanding of how you will handle legacy data, how you can ensure its accuracy and 
be confident of its availability. Automation technology should play a key role in any migration plan. Bos-
ton Software Systems’ automation platform, Boston WorkStation, is programmed to act just as a human 
would, but many times faster and with 100% accuracy. Boston WorkStation eliminates the concern over 
data quality, the expense of additional staffing and the burden and risk of having clinical staff searching 
in multiple systems or capturing data at the point of admission. Boston WorkStation gives you the ability 
to standardize the migration process and keeps the EHR migration on time, under budget, and can help 
in the adoption of the new system. Understanding the key aspects of migration and the role of automa-
tion will ensure timelines and budgets are met.
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Boston Software Systems revolutionizes how healthcare works by providing error-free 
automation for every application. Designed to meet the changing needs of the entire orga-
nization, Boston Software Systems offers the most sophisticated automation and migration 
platforms available and has the best reputation in the industry for, customer support and 
giving customers peace of mind that critical data is 100% error free. Over a thousand orga-
nizations respond to regulatory and business initiatives by using Boston Software Systems’ 
technologies to automate and improve processes across the enterprise. Our products are 
proven solutions for EHR migration and workflow automation. Our successes include work-
ing with applications from Cerner, Epic, GE, McKesson/Paragon, Allscripts, AthenaHealth, 
eClincalWorks, Siemens and many more.

For more information about our products or services, please visit the company’s website at 
www.bostonsoftwaresystems.com or call 866.653.5105.
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